
Extration of pores from mirotomographi reonstrutions of intatsoil aggregatesPaul B. Albee� George C. Stokman Alvin J.M. SmukerComputer Siene and Eng. Computer Siene and Eng. Crop and Soil SieneMihigan State University Mihigan State University Mihigan State UniversityEast Lansing, MI 48824 East Lansing, MI 48824 East Lansing, MI 48824AbstratSegmentation of features is often a neessary stepin the analysis of volumetri data. We have devel-oped a simple tehnique for extrating voids from airregular volumetri data sets. In this work we look atextrating pores from soil aggregates. First we iden-tify a threshold that gives good separability of theobjet from the bakground. We then segment theobjet, and perform onneted omponents analysison the pores within the objet. Using our tehniquepores that break break the surfae an be segmentedalong with pores ompletely ontained in the initiallysegmented objet.1 IntrodutionThe objetive of this researh is to segment thepores, or voids, from an objet imaged in three di-mensions by x-ray mirotomography. One area of ap-pliation is soil siene. The pores between partile ar-rangements within soil aggregates modify onvetive-dispersive ow of inorganis, organis, and radionu-leotides through soil. The ow and uptake of ma-terials through these pores within aggregates deter-mine how well plants will grow [1℄. Tehniques suh asMarhing Cubes [2℄ an be used to extrat the surfaeof the pores, but do not handle surfae-breaking pores.Surfae breaking pores produe onavities in the sur-fae, raising the question of where the pore terminates.These pores are interesting sine they provide informa-tion about voids in the objet rather than the objetitself. We propose a tehnique that preserves surfaebreaking pores, and learly identi�es the loation andtermination of individual pores.2 Experimental ApparatusWe used a rotating mirotomographi apparatus toaquire soil aggregate data whih was olleted at the�Guest Graduate, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne,IL, 60439

GSECARS1 beamline at the Advaned Photon Soure(APS) at Argonne National Laboratories. The experi-mental setup is shown in Figure 1. The x-ray soure isa 7 GeV synhrotron, whih produes an x-ray beamby a bending magnet. The appropriate energy wasseleted from the white beam using the monohroma-tor. This mirotomographi experiment was run at 20KeV. Soil aggregates being sanned were positioned inthe beam between the monohromator and the sintil-later. The amera, a Prineton Instruments Pentamaxwith a Kodak 1035� 1317 CCD, then aquired threehundred sixty projetions of eah aggregate onto thesintillater as the objet was rotated. One all of thedata was olleted, a three dimensional volume modelwas reonstruted using �ltered bak projetion [3℄.3 AlgorithmThe input is an n-level volume where n is somenumber greater than 1. The volume is assumed to bro-ken into two broad lasses, objet and bakground. Itis assumed that the grey-level distribution is approxi-mated by a bi-modal Gaussian, Figure 2. We extratthe objet from the volume, and then isolate and an-alyze the voids in the objet.The major steps in the pore extration algorithmare given below.1. Automati Threshold Determination2. Extrat Aggregate From Bakground3. Pore Identi�ation4. Conneted Components [4℄ on Pores5. Label Components1Geologial Soil Environmental Coalition for Advaned Ra-diation Soures



3.1 Automati Threshold DeterminationIn order to segment the aggregate from the sur-rounding air a threshold is used. A global threshold isused to lip out the entire volume.The �rst derivative is omputed and used to iden-tify maximas and minimas in the histogram. The twolargest loal maximas are identi�ed. The threshold isthen set to the intensity with the fewest ounts be-tween the maximas. If the atual data is well approx-imated by the assumption of a bi-modal Gaussian dis-tribution, then the threshold will be the smallest min-ima between the maximas, Figure 3.3.2 Extrat Aggregate From BakgroundThe aggregate is extrated from the bakground inorder to de�ne a boundary for surfae breaking pores.The boundary of the aggregate is determined using aonvex hull on a per slie basis. Areas outside of thehull are indiated using a sentinel value.The initial separation of the soil aggregate from thebakground is done by thresholding a median �lteredversion of the slie. This thresholding produes a bi-nary image of the aggregate and some noise in theair around the aggregate. Erosion and dilation opera-tions are then applied to the binary image to removethe noise in the air region. A Roberts edge detetor isthen applied to the leaned image. The points fromthe edge detetor are then used to onstrut a onvexhull.One the hull has been onstruted, all points out-side of the hull are labeled with a sentinel value toindiate they are not part of the soil aggregate.The input image is shown in Figure 4a, and thesegmented image is shown in Figure 4b. Note thatthere are air spaes around the edges of the aggregatein the segmented image. These spaes may orrespondto either surfae breaking pores or onavities in thesurfae of the soil aggregate.One all of the slies are proessed, they are reom-bined to generate the segmented soil aggregate vol-ume.3.3 Pore Identi�ationOne the aggregate has been segmented from thebakground the pores may be identi�ed via a bandpassoperation. The sentinel value is the smallest value thatan be represented for a given data type. The poresare those regions whose intensity value is between thesentinel and threshold values determined for eah slie.A binary image of the pores is generated by settingall pixels whose intensity is between the sentinel andthreshold to 1, and all other values to 0. In threedimensions this generates a binary representation ofall pores in the soil aggregate.

Feature Theoretial Measured Error %Sphere 4189 4112 1.83Tube 20944 20277 3.18Table 1: Sizes of pores in phantom in voxels.3.4 Pore LabelingOne the pores have been segmented they are la-beled for future analysis. Labeling is aomplishedthrough a three dimensional onneted omponentsanalysis. All adjaent voxels that are within a pore aremarked as belonging to the same pore. The resultinglabels then orrespond to the order of disovery of thepores by the onneted omponents algorithm. Afterthe pores have been identi�ed, volume, diameter, andother features an be be omputed for eah pore.4 ResultsWe show results on two data sets, Figures 6 and4. The �rst data set is a numerial phantom, Figure6, while the seond is a soil aggregate from Kenya,Figure 4.The phantom is a sphere with a radius of sixty vox-els. A ten voxel sphere has been removed from thephantom as well as a tube with radius ten. One thephantom was onstruted, normally distributed noisewas added to simulate sensing and reonstrution er-ror. The histogram for the phantom is shown in Figure5. A slie of the phantom is shown in Figure 6a. InFigure 6b the phantom has been segmented from thebakground. The extrated pores are shown in Figure6. The sizes of the deteted pores in the phantomare given in Table 1. The larger error for the tube isdue to the tube breaking the surfae of the aggregate,and the tube's larger surfae area proportional to itsvolume.We have also run our algorithm on a topographireonstrution of a soil aggregate from Kenya. An in-put image is shown in Figure 4a. Note the outer edgeof the soil aggregate is irregular. Figure 4b shows theslie after the aggregate has been segmented. Thesurfae breaking pores are now shown. Shown in Fig-ure 4 are large pores in a soil aggregate from Kenya.The light areas in the image represent pores in thesoil aggregate, while the blak area orresponds to theatual soil aggregate and surrounding air. All poressmaller than 2000 voxels were not rendered. The di-agonal strip aross that enter of the image is a porethat goes through the enter of the aggregate. Theat area on the right side of the image is where a sur-fae breaking pore was terminated by our algorithm.The separated pores on the left side of the image are



relatively small, in the range of 2000 { 3000 voxels.Shown in Table 2 are the volumes and entroids forall pores in Figure 4 greater that 2000 voxels. Thevery large pores in the Kenya soil aggregate are surfaebreaking pores.5 Conluding DisussionsWe are able to extrat pores from a volumetri dataset with our algorithm. The algorithm outlined is rela-tively simple, and is appliable to segmenting objetswhere there are no assumptions other than that theobjet is separable from the bakground via thresh-olding. Future work on this algorithm involves im-proving the segmentation proedures for the soil ag-gregate. The onvex hull may identify regions on thesurfae of the aggregate that do not orrespond to a-tual pores. Currently being explored is the use on non-onvex hulls, partiularly energy minimizing splines.6 AknowledgementsThis work is supported in part by the U.S. Depart-ment of Energy, Basi Energy Sienes, OÆe of En-ergy Researh, under ontrat W-31-109-ENG-38,theMathematial, Information, and Computational Si-enes Division subprogram of the OÆe of AdvanedSienti� Computing Researh, under Contrat W-31-109-Eng-38, the U.S. Department of Agriulture underontrat USDA/NRI 97-35107-4322, and GeoSoilEn-viroCARS: A National Resoure for Earth, Plane-tary, Soil and Environmental Siene Researh atthe APS, under ontrats Department of Energy| Geosienes(DOE DE-FG02-94ER14466) and Na-tional Siene Foundation - Earth Sienes(NSF EAR-9906456).Referenes[1℄ W. A. Jury and K. Roth, Transfer Funtions andSolute Movements through Soils. Theory and Ap-pliations, Birkh�auser Verlag, Basel, Switzerland,1990.[2℄ William E. Lorensen and Harvey E. Cline, \Marh-ing ubes: A high resolution 3D surfae onstru-tion algorithm," in Computer Graphis (SIG-GRAPH '87 Proeedings), Maureen C. Stone, Ed.,July 1987, vol. 21, pp. 163{169.[3℄ Gabor T. Herman, Image reonstrution from pro-jetions: the fundamentals of omputerized tomog-raphy, Aademi Press, 1980.[4℄ D. H. Ballard and C. M. Brown, Computer Vision,Prentie-Hall, 1982.

PoreVolume Centroid Surfae Area989119 (203:3; 243:3; 163:4; ) 405078548577 (271:2; 205:3; 359:7; ) 252646353981 (466:1; 266:5; 181:8; ) 114082221925 (293:7; 351:0; 224:9; ) 6095686243 (371:3; 431:5; 139:1; ) 3888462347 (340:8; 122:7; 152:0; ) 4492435183 (155:0; 407:7; 310:6; ) 2169826259 (473:2; 138:2; 229:3; ) 1451625469 (254:5; 244:8; 211:3; ) 1410624929 (431:2; 317:5; 190:1; ) 1065617677 (408:9; 402:8; 233:0; ) 1420814013 (256:9; 240:5; 273:6; ) 1387810968 (238:9; 452:2; 139:8; ) 106009382 (266:8; 178:0; 211:4; ) 49187792 (148:8; 430:0; 167:9; ) 48046465 (404:2; 279:5; 220:5; ) 60545163 (207:8; 196:8; 323:6; ) 36785085 (368:7; 92:3; 362:4; ) 59545003 (263:1; 264:8; 249:8; ) 53004540 (178:5; 360:8; 348:1; ) 35844447 (115:9; 177:7; 351:6; ) 45704363 (247:2; 128:5; 201:9; ) 46963541 (274:3; 283:1; 166:4; ) 51483422 (92:8; 360:1; 310:6; ) 27823092 (327:0; 327:9; 126:4; ) 26062880 (390:4; 356:7; 216:8; ) 29162652 (254:7; 120:2; 286:3; ) 28382596 (433:1; 157:0; 192:1; ) 22002553 (163:3; 111:1; 302:4; ) 26682533 (450:7; 122:6; 298:7; ) 29082400 (412:4; 338:2; 288:8; ) 40742248 (125:4; 269:3; 402:9; ) 33262208 (301:0; 218:4; 384:5; ) 17902198 (340:4; 231:7; 278:8; ) 18282124 (348:1; 417:4; 223:0; ) 20782111 (387:8; 58:8; 302:2; ) 25102035 (130:9; 326:1; 224:1; ) 1354Table 2: Pore features from Kenya soil aggregate.Eah voxel is approximately 131 ubi mirons
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